
TM 7      COLLOCATIONS      
 
 
V + mind  V + conclusion V + pressure   V + topic/subject  V + firmly  
heart + V   set + N   settle + N  strike + N  expand + N  
N + subside N + show   N + converge   N + rumble  atrocious + N 
Adj + feelings Adj + ideas  Adj + experience    
    
I. Complete the sentences, choosing from the list of phrases below. 
 
to cross s.o.’s mind    to be on s.o.’s mind  to speak o.’s mind   
to set o.’s mind on     to take s.o.’s mind off sth.  to have half a mind to do sth. 
to give s.o. a piece of o.’s mind   to keep o.’s mind on  to spring/ come to mind 
to put s.o. in mind of sth./ s.o. 
 
1. She’s not afraid ……………………, even if it upsets people. 
2. Something about the way he spoke …………………… Ben. 
3. Thailand may not be the first place that …………………… when you say “wine country,” but Chateau 
de Loei is aiming to change that. 
4. The thought did …………………… that she might be taking drugs. 
5. Once she …………………… a goal, she would not be deterred. 
6. Something is worrying you, isn’t it? What ……………………? 
7. If my son stayed out all night, I’d …………………… . 
8. When she got sacked and her boyfriend left her, she turned to alcohol to …………………… her 
problems. 
9. I can’t …………………… one topic for longer than a few minutes.  
10. I …………………… just go off and leave him here. 
 
 
II. Complete the sentences, choosing between set and settle, and translate them into Bulgarian. 
 
1. We have to …………. our differences and come together as one.  
2. I suggested that a cup of tea might …………. her stomach.  
3. Have you …………. a date for the wedding?  
4. Beatrix had …………. a trap for Maurice and he had walked straight into it.  
5. The Civil War …………. the question of slavery once and for all.  
6. The school has been criticized for failing to …………. high enough standards for its students.  
7. They have …………. themselves a series of goals to achieve by the end of the month. 
8. The figures alone are unlikely to …………. the ongoing disputes around immigration.  
9. Most companies …………. limits for personal use of the Internet.  
10. She breathed deeply, trying to …………. her nerves.  
11. Jack came back after five years to …………. some old scores.  
12. She …………. a new European record in the high jump.  
13. I …………. my alarm for 7.00 am.  
14. He …………. himself the task of putting all these documents into chronological order.  
15. Be sure to ask about discounts before you make a reservation, not when you’ve arrived or are 
…………. the bill.  
 

 
III. Complete the sentences, filling in each gap with a single word.  
 
1. After much consideration, we …………. at a conclusion. 
2. We briefly touched …………. the subject of censorship. 
3. There were fears that Lincoln would …………. in to pressure from northern conservatives. 
4. Our hearts go …………. to the victim’s family. 



5. When the laughter finally …………., the professor continued with his lecture. 
6. Here three rivers …………. into one to become the great Missouri. 
7. We must proceed judiciously and without …………. to conclusions.  
8. Why did you have to …………. up the subject of money? 
9. Immigrant parents often …………. a lot of pressure on their children to marry someone of the same 
religious and ethnic background. 
10. I tried to get him to …………. the subject, because I could see Monica was embarrassed, but he 
persisted.  
11. My heart …………. a beat when she said “Yes”. 
12. This makes it possible for small businesses to …………. their markets and reach millions of new 
customers. 
13. There were dark clouds gathering overhead, and we could hear thunder …………. in the distance. 
14. With her song “Strange Fruit”, Nina Simone moved millions of fans, and …………. a blow against 
racial discrimination. 
15. I think we need to …………. into the subject more closely. 
 
 
IV. Complete the sentences, choosing an appropriate adjective from the list below. You may need to use 
some of the adjectives in more than one sentence, and you may use more than one adjective to complete 
some sentences. 
 
ambivalent, atrocious, half-baked, hands-on, innovative, mixed, pent-up, powerful 
 
1. Living conditions in the refugee camp were …………………… . 
2. Many employers consider …………………… experience to be as useful as academic qualifications. 
3. Talking about your problems can release …………………… feelings. 
4. Alienation is a(n) …………………… feeling of isolation and loneliness. 
5. The weather has been …………………… all week. 
6. She has always had …………………… feelings for her father: she both respects and despises him. 
7. It was a(n) …………………… idea that thankfully never saw the light of day.  
8. The war was a(n) …………………… crime against humanity. 
9. We need to cultivate an environment that is supportive of …………………… and creative ideas. 
10. Self-harm is often prompted by …………………… feelings of fear, anger or sadness.  
 
 
V. Translate into English, paying special attention to the underlined parts. 
 
1. Около обяд вятърът утихна и небето се проясни. 
2. Филмът, чиято премиера беше в Лондон, сега върви в кината в цялата страна. 
3. Те упражниха значителен натиск върху служителите да работят извънредно, без това да им се 
заплаща. 
4. Извинявай, май пак се отклоних от темата. 
5. Той твърдо вярва, че я чака голямо бъдеще. 
6. Веднъж като заздравее раната, белегът изобщо няма да личи. 
7. Коремът му започна да къркори и той осъзна, колко е гладен. 
8. Важно е да се постигне равновесие между личния живот и кариерата. 
9. Сърцето му биеше лудо, а устата му беше пресъхнала. Не можеше да говори. 
10. Сбирката от повече от 500 фотографии в момента е изложена в „Тейт Модърн”. 
11. Болката в гърдите му утихна и той започна да диша по-леко. 
12. Вратите и прозорците трябва да бъдат плътно затворени.  
13. Той все още смята да разшири бизнеса си. 
14. Вълнението беше изписано на лицето й. 
15. Накрая ръководството на фирмата и служителите постигнаха споразумение. 
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